Installing Smart chip

Need to extract insole of the right shoe, then at the bottom you’ll find a special slot for the chip. Insert the Smart Huami chip into a special slot in sneakers so that the logo 90 Points must be outwardly.

Storage conditions

1. Choose your shoe size correctly.
2. Avoid getting wet, prolonged exposure to the sun, and also preferably be close to the fire. After cleaning shoes, avoid direct sunlight, as this can cause rapid aging of product, deformation, discoloration, and damage or break the surface of the shoe.
3. Avoid contact with sharp objects and chemical products.
4. It is advisable to wear sneakers take turns with variable shoes.
5. Use the product according to its original purpose.
6. When cleaning shoes, please do not soak it in water and do not rub with force. Use a soft damp cloth to wipe the stain, you can also use a brush with soft bristles. After cleaning shoes choose a dark and well-ventilated place to dry the date of footwear. Avoid direct sunlight.

Before use, carefully read the instructions

The conditions, which are not included in warranty service

1. Wrong care of shoes or complete lack thereof (wearing shoes in rainy weather, washing shoes in the water, exposure to acid, alkali, oils and other hazardous liquids and objects), which led to the emergence of damage.
2. No warranty card and other certificates evidencing the warranty.
3. The warranty period has expired.

Warranty rules

1. The warranty period: The guarantee applies to 2 months from the date of purchase.
2. Terms of guarantee:
   2.1. Cash back:
   a. Brake of insole, cracks on the outer side of sneakers during the first month of use.
   b. If (before start using the product) you find a discrepancy between the two pairs of new shoes or they are of different sizes.
   2.2. substitute:
   a. If you have problems with the quality of goods during the first month of its operation and you have used warranty service twice, but the result remained unsuccessful.
   b. If, during the warranty term you find that sneakers are disassembled, appeared serious cracks on the surface of shoes or obvious discoloration inside.
2.3. Repair: If during the guarantee term you found peel off, the gap spacer threads or sutures.
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